
What is the size and weight of the Joolz Aer? 
Joolz Aer folded is: 21” l x 17.7”w  x  8.5”h, Joolz Aer unfolded: 32.6” l x 17.7” w x 41.5”h,  and weighs 

13.4 lbs.

Can I bring my Joolz Aer along as cabin luggage?
With the new Joolz Aer traveling is made easy. Whether traveling by car, plane* or train, the compact 

design of the Joolz Aer makes it easy to store in small spaces. The included travel pouch protects 

your stroller while storing it in the overhead bin* or in the trunk of your car.

*Luggage restrictions differ per airline. We recommend checking with airlines prior to departure.

What comes in the box with the Joolz Aer?
The Joolz Aer arrives fully assembled and ready to use!  Travel pouch and raincover are also included. 

What does patent pending comfort seat mean?
The Joolz Aer patent pending seat provides superior comfort in all positions. This unique design 

conforms to your child’s body as they relax into the seat, providing optimal support, safety and 

comfort in all recline position. In addition to an adjustable five point safety harness, the Joolz Aer has 

a tall seat back to ensure children 6 months and up a comfortable ride.

Does the Joolz Aer come with a Lifetime Warranty?
Yes! All Joolz strollers are backed by a lifetime warranty. Make sure to register your Joolz within 6 

months of purchase at:  https://register.joolz.com/

How long can I use the Joolz Aer?
The Joolz Aer is suitable for children 6 months to 50 lbs. 
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Is the Joolz Aer car seat adaptable?
We will be launching a car seat adapater for the Aer very soon. It will be adaptable with: Nuna Pipa 

(lite);  Maxi Cosi CabrioFix, Pebble, Pebble Plus, Pebble Pro;  Cybex Cloud Q (plus), Cloud Z, Aton Q 

(i-size), Aton 3, Aton 4, Aton 5

Can I expand the Joolz Aer with a second seat or bassinet? 
Unfortunately it is not possible to add an extra seat to the Joolz Aer. We will be launching a Joolz Aer 

Bassinet later on in 2020, stay tuned! 

Can I expand the Joolz Aer with a footboard?
No, the Joolz Aer is not adaptable with the Joolz footbard.

What accessories are compatible with the Joolz Aer?
The Joolz Aer can be completed  with the Joolz Aer Leg Rest and Bumper Bar. Other compatible 

accessories are the Joolz Footmuff, Organizer, and Cup Holder. 

How much weight can the basket hold?
The basket of the Joolz Aer can hold up to 11 lbs. 

Does the Joolz Aer have four-wheel suspension?
Yes, the Joolz Aer has four-wheel suspension and lockable swivel wheels. The tires are ultra-light and 

puncture proof for worry free strolling.

How tall is the seat?
The seat is 21.5” inches high, making it extra comfortable for your  growing child. There is also a seat 

back pocket for parents to put their cell phones, keys, etc.
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Is the Joolz Aer made of sustainable fabrics?
The Joolz Aer in Refined black is made of rPET fabrics. The other colors in the Aer collection are made 

of a cotton/polyester blend.

Is a tree planted for each Joolz Aer sold?
Yes, for every Joolz stroller sold we plant a tree!

 Where can I find the serial number of the Joolz Aer?
The Joolz Aer serial number starts with AERCH and can be found at the front of the stroller, on the 

sticker underneath the bar attached to the left front wheel. 

Where can I find videos about the Joolz Aer?
All Joolz  videos can be found on our official Joolz Youtube Page. http://www.youtube.com/joolzhq

Can I remove all fabrics from the Joolz Aer?
Yes, all seat fabrics are removable. The liner of the seat can be removed within 10 seconds and can be 

cleaned easily.  

How can I clean the fabrics of the Joolz Aer?  
All fabrics can be removed and washed by hand.  We do not recommend putting your fabrics in the 

washing machine. 
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